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D&B MALAYSIA CREDIT 
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FCIB ANNUAL EXPORT 

CREDIT & TRADE FINANCE 

SUMMIT MAY 17-19, 2009, 

BARCELONA, SPAIN 
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EUROPEAN FRAUD 
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BIIA WELCOMES EQUIFAX AS A FULL MEMBER 

Equifax, one of the leading companies in information solutions, managing 

consumer and commercial data, advanced analytics and proprietary 

technology has joined BIIA as a full member.   BIIA members are welcoming 

Equifax as a new member which will be a great asset to further the cause of our industry and adding 

weight to BIIA‟s industry advocacy efforts in Asia.    

Equifax has recently been granted a license by the Reserve Bank of India to operate a credit bureau in 

India as it regards major Asian markets such as India as an area for potential future growth.                    

BIIA congratulates Equifax in achieving this important milestone. 

http://www.huaxiadnb.com/english/default.htm
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

NEGATIVE GROWTH ACROSS THE BOARD FOR CREDIT INFO SERVICES 
 

EXPERIAN SECOND HALF REVENUES DECLINED BY 6% (YEAR ENDING MARCH 31, 2009) 

At actual exchange rates total revenues in the second half were down by 6%. In its key North American 

market growth was flat,  Latin American declined 10% (actual exchange rates), but grew 17% at constant 

exchange rates, UK and Ireland declined by 23% (actual exchange rates), but grew at 5% at constant exchange 

rates.  EMEA/Asia Pacific grew at 2% (actual exchange rates) and 17% at constant exchange rates.  Experian 

expressed caution about next the quarter with a possibility of further softening.    

For further details go to page xx 

EQUIFAX Q1 REVENUES DOWN 10% - PROFITABILITY DECLINES 

Q1 revenues came in at par with the previous quarter; nevertheless on a year on year basis consolidated 

revenues declined 10% (6% caused by unfavorable exchange rates). Net income was US$54.4 million, down from 

US$ 65.7 million in Q1, 2008.  Current trading conditions are described as difficult with clients under significant 

stress. Second quarter 2009 outlook for consolidated revenues will be comparable or up slightly from Q1.    

Services which suffered the most were US Online Consumer (-13%), Credit Marketing (-23%) and Direct 

Marketing (-14%).   Mortgage Solutions was up 45% due to a mini-boom in mortgage refinancing (5.6% of total 

revenue).  International revenues had declined by 22% mostly due to foreign exchange effect.  Based on local 

currency, Latin American revenues grew by 7%, Europe‘s declined by 8% and Canada‘s by 7%.   The newly 

acquired TALX division (HR and payroll related services) reported a 10% revenue increase.  Equifax did not give 

any guidance for the year, but felt its Q2 results may be up slightly compared to Q1, 2009.  Source:  Equifax 

More information to follow in the May 2009 Newsletter 

 

ASSESSING FUTURE GROWTH PROSPECTS 

The results of the last two quarters point to a continued downward trend in revenue growth in core segments of 

consumer credit information.  These segments are closely linked to the health of the financial services sector and 

recovery depends on how quickly the financial services sector can be nursed back to health.  No-one dares to 

make a prediction when this saga is being brought to a close.   

Indications are that the credit sector will not return to growth for some time.   An International Monetary Fund 

(IMF) assessment of US economic recoveries following financial crisis, going back to the 70‘s, shows that credit 

growth does not become positive for almost two years after economic output turns.   This sobering analysis may 

give rise to speculation that the continued lack of credit will not bode well for consumers, businesses and the 

consumer credit information services as a whole.   

Another consideration is the sudden frugality of the US consumer:  Instead of borrowing more (which used to drive 

credit applications in the past), they avoid new debt, paying down current debts; others have their credit lines shut 

down completely.   Not long ago we wrote that the growth party for credit information was over.  Well it appears 

that way, at least as the foreseeable future is concerned. 
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

DUN & BRADSTREET (D&B) REVENUE GROWTH DECLINES TO 2% 

D&B‘s core and total revenue for the first quarter of 2009 was $407.4 million, up 1 percent from the prior year 

similar period before the effect of foreign exchange (down 2 percent after the effect of foreign exchange).  Risk 

Management Solutions revenue of $274.3 million, up 4 percent before the effect of foreign exchange (flat after the 

effect of foreign exchange); Sales & Marketing Solutions revenue of $102.8 million, down 5 percent before the 

effect of foreign exchange (down 6 percent after the effect of foreign exchange); and Internet Solutions revenue of 

$30.3 million, flat before the effect of foreign exchange (down 1 percent after the effect of foreign exchange).   

International revenue (included in above figures) for the first quarter of 2009 was $86.2 million, up 19 percent from 

the prior year similar period before the effect of foreign exchange (up 5 percent after the effect of foreign 

exchange), which is an indication that D&B‘s international strategy is working.  

Operating income before non-core gains and charges for the first quarter of 2009 was $116.0 million, up 5 percent 

from the prior year similar period. On a GAAP basis, operating income was $114.7 million, up 14 percent from the 

prior year similar period.  Net income before non-core gains and charges for the first quarter of 2009 was $71.9 

million, up 10 percent from the prior year similar period. On a GAAP basis, net income for the quarter was $104.2 

million, up 70 percent from the prior year similar period, primarily due to a lower provision for income taxes due to 

benefits derived from worldwide legal entity simplification.  Source: D&B Earnings Release 

More information to follow in the May 2009 Newsletter 

 

MOODY‟S Q1 REVENUES DECLINE BY 5% - OP. INCOME DOWN BY 25% 

Moody's reported revenue of $408.9 million for the three months ended March 31, 2009, a decrease of 5% from 

$430.7 million for the first quarter of 2008. Operating income for the quarter was $148.9 million, a 25% decline 

from $199.3 million for the same period last year.  

U.S. revenue of $208.9 million for the first quarter of 2009 decreased 10% from the first quarter of 2008, while 

non-U.S. revenue of $200.0 million increased 1% from the prior-year period. Non-U.S. revenue accounted for 49% 

of Moody's total revenue for the quarter, up from 46% in the prior year period.   

Global revenue for Moody's Investors Service ("MIS") for the first quarter of 2009 was $270.2 million, a decrease 

of 9% from the prior-year period.   Global revenue for Moody's Analytics for the first quarter of 2009 reached 

$138.7 million, up 5% from the same quarter of 2008. Subscription revenue of $117.0 million was about flat with 

the prior-year period, and continued to represent more than 80% of Moody's Analytics revenue. Software revenue, 

which includes the effect of the Fermat acquisition in October 2008, grew 69% while revenue in the consulting 

business grew 17% from the prior-year period.   Source:  Moody’s Press Release 

More information to follow in the May 2009 Newsletter 

 

Are you looking for past issues of the BIIA Newsletter? 

Go to:  BIIA Newsletter Archive 

 

 

 

http://www.biia.com/memberNewsPW.php?action=archive
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

STANDARD & POOR‟S REVENUES DECLINE BY 5% IN FIRST QUARTER 2009 

Revenue declined 5.3% to $610.2 million in the first quarter compared to the same period last year. Operating 

profit decreased by 12.3% to $231.6 million. Foreign exchange rates reduced revenue by $23.8 million, but had a 

favorable impact of $3.7 million on operating profit. 

Revenue for Standard & Poor's Credit Market Services, which provides independent global credit ratings, credit 

risk evaluations and ratings-related information and products, declined by 8.4% to $391.4 million in the first 

quarter compared to the same period last year.  Revenue for Standard & Poor's Investment Services, which 

provides comprehensive value-added financial data, information, investment indices and research, increased by 

0.8% to $218.8 million.  Outlook:  S&P Credit Market Services:  Low single-digit decline in 2009; S&P Investment 

Services: Single-digit growth in 2009 revenues.  Source:  McGraw-Hill Companies Press Release 

More information to follow in the May 2009 Newsletter 

 

 

Share prices started to recover in March / 

April with Experian having taken the lead 

in the share price recovery.  Following the 

announcement of Experian‘s second half 

results (financial year ending March 31
st
.) 

its share price dropped 19 pence. 

Companies are focusing on expense 

reduction and retaining operating margins 

Analysts started to raise concerns in 

cutting too deep into the expense base 

with the consequences of not being able 

to respond quickly in a recovery phase.   

 

Share price performance for Moody‘s and 

the parent corporation of Standard & 

Poor‘s (McGraw-Hill) have been running in 

tandem for the past twelve months, 

notwithstanding the fact that McGraw-Hill 

has other business lines. 

In essence the market is ignoring the 

value of McGraw-Hill‘s education and 

business information divisions who 

account for 47% of total revenue. 

The credit crunch has knocked down 

operating margins of Moody‘s and S&P 

into the mid thirties range. 
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

US CONSUMER INDEX IS INCHING UPWARD   RUMBLINGS ON THE „STREET‟ 

IS THIS THE BEGINNING OF THE END OR JUST THE END OF 

THE BEGINNING (OF THE CRISIS)? 

US U.S. consumers felt more confident about the economy 

last month than at any time since the September failure of 

Lehman Brothers that pushed global banking to the brink of 

collapse, a survey showed on Friday. 

The Reuters/University of Michigan Surveys of Consumers 

said its final index of confidence climbed to 65.1 in April from 

57.3 in March. That was the highest since September 2008 

and the biggest one-month increase since October 2006. 

The April reading also marked the first yearly increase since 

July 2007. Economists polled by Reuters had expected a 

lower final reading of 61.9 for April.   

Source: Reuters 

 

The Economist in its April 25
th
 edition carried an 

article with the headline ―Wages of Sin‖.   

Rather than being punished for misreading the risk 

in mortgage backed securities the Federal Reserve 

Bank (FED) reaffirmed their status as dominant 

oligopolistic participants in the Asset-Backed 

Securities Loan Facilitation (TALF).   The FED had 

promised to consider expanding the list of eligible 

raters, but the Fed‘s chairman recently said he was 

―comfortable‖ with the big three revamped ratings 

models.  Source:  Economist 

Yours truly found this street 

sign in North Wales not long 

ago and given the 

discontent with Rating 

Agencies found it quite 

appropriate to post it here! 

CONSIDERED VIEW: “HAVE YOUR CAKE AND EAT IT” 

In a recent commentary BIIA member Breakingviews.com asked the question whether Moody‘s Investors 

Service was a member of the free press or a financial advisory firm.  The journalist Rob Cox referred to the 

general position of rating agencies that they fall under the free speech protections of the US Constitution shielding 

themselves from legal liability.    

Breakingviews found it curious to see that when it comes to executive pay, Moody‘s actually does not consider 

itself in the same category as traditional publishers at all.  Moody‘s Chairman Raymond McDaniel, was paid US$ 

7.6 million in 2008 (at the height of the ratings debacle) which was more than double what newspaper groups 

such as Gannet and McClatchy paid their CEOs.   Source: Breakingviews.com ‘Considered View’ 

RESTRICTING THE FLOW OF INFORMATION:  CHINA BACKTRACKS ON WTO 

AGREEMENT ON FINANCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES 

China bans foreign financial news information providers to operate in China, backtracking on an agreement 
reached in a WTO dispute filed by the US, the EU and Canada in November last year, which was to allow 
companies like Bloomberg, Dow Jones and Thomson Reuters to distribute information to financial and corporate 
clients.   

Financial information services businesses had been relatively unrestricted when China took the controversial step 
of ordering distribution through an agent wholly-owned by Xinhua, in essence giving a competitor the dual role of 
being a regulator. In the deal reached with the US, EU and Canada, China had promised to appoint an 
independent regulator, which is now not going to happen.    Source: Financial Times 

See further news on China Media Regulations on Page xx 

 

 

 

http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/1cd7f01e-358d-11de-a997-00144feabdc0.html
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

D&B IN ALLIANCE WITH JIGSAW 

Web 2.0 Generated Information Database of 12 Million Contacts to Enhance Sales and Marketing Business 

Solutions for D&B's Customers 

SHORT HILLS, N.J.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Apr. 29, 2009-- D&B (NYSE:DNB), announced that it has entered into 

an alliance with Jigsaw, a leading provider of business-to-business company and contact information. D&B will 

provide their customers with Jigsaw‘s deep business-to-business contact information for their sales and marketing 

activities.   Jigsaw currently has over 12 million business contacts in its rapidly growing database, each containing 

a contact name, title, company, address, email address and phone number. It includes C-level and VP-level 

contacts, as well as key mid-level managers who make and influence purchase decisions. The breadth, depth and 

accuracy of Jigsaw‘s contact database is driven by its unique Web 2.0 environment that leverages user-generated 

content contributed by its global community of 800,000 members.  

 ―Our customers are asking for solutions to broaden and accelerate their sales and marketing activities – 

especially their email campaigns.  The combination of Jigsaw‘s contact information with D&B‘s global business 

database will provide customers with a one-stop shop for company and contact information. With Jigsaw, D&B 

can provide a more timely, flexible and cost-efficient source of critical business information that our customers can 

use to access key people who make and influence purchase decisions.‖ said Steve Alesio, D&B‘s Chairman and 

CEO.  Source: D&B Press Release 

HOW THE MARKET SEES IT: COMMENTS ON JIGSAW 

Jigsaw announced a deal to license its executive contact information to D&B. It's a pretty slick maneuver when 

you can turn a competitor into a sales channel, and if nothing else, it's a major validation of Jigsaw's data quality 

and increasingly comprehensive database.  

Jigsaw announced in the same week the launch of Data Fusion, a service that truly qualifies for the label 

"revolutionary." Simply described, Data Fusion hooks seamlessly to company CRM databases to perform 

continuous data scrubbing. This scrubbing goes far beyond merely standardizing existing data to deleting dead 

records, updating current records and even adding new records. Data Fusion is a SAAS (software as a service) 

offering, meaning no software to buy or install, and steady recurring revenue for Jigsaw. I've been in this business 

for nearly 25 years, and publishers have been fantasizing about an offering like this for at least 24 of them. 

Lessons for the rest of us? First, you can build a trusted, quality database off user-generated content if you go 

about it correctly. Second, the users who contribute data to you don't seem to mind at all if you aggressively 

monetize the resulting database, provided they continue to see value in participating. Third, with a well-crafted 

licensing agreement, it is possible to do business with competitors, so don't rule out this possibility without 

thorough examination. Fourth, software can add tremendous value to data when it empowers the business 

processes and workflow of your customers. The goal, as I like to put it, is to move from reference-oriented data to 

"data that does stuff." Jigsaw is showing us all that success in data publishing isn't puzzling at all.   

Jigsaw is an InfoCommerce Group 2005 Models of Excellence winner.   Source:  InfoCommerce Group 

InfoCommerce Group is a boutique consultancy, conference producer and research firm, serving producers of 

business information content. 

 

http://investor.dnb.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=123817&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=1281900&highlight=
http://rs6.net/tn.jsp?et=1102567777321&s=2601&e=001u4j7nw8i55fWgnlaRS3CgP0Gk3zwc-z5zyzIJEWKH6msgh0rd71-H44X3hyhZoO8apPGanVxYrpX-qsaEgmoMnLDBjv4uBO0SEIphuhPNdA=
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

M&A ALMOST ON HOLD FOR MEDIA, INFORMATION, MARKETING SERVICES & 

RELATED TECHNOLOGIES REPORTS JEGI CAPITAL 

 

The M&A market in the first quarter of 2009 went 

almost – but not quite – on hold in the face of the 

economic downturn plus tight credit markets. 

Transactions and transaction value declined 36% and 

91%, respectively, versus Q1 2008. In the first quarter 

of the year, 129 transactions were announced across 

the media, information, marketing services and 

technology sectors, as tracked by JEGI, marking a 

7% decline against Q4 2008 deal activity. However, 

the $1.3 billion in deal value in Q1 2009 is the lowest 

on record since JEGI began compiling M&A volume 

more than 10 years ago. 

Major media, information, marketing and technology 

companies continue to re-tool their businesses for 

digital and are actively looking for strong acquisition 

opportunities of high-growth, emerging businesses. 

Marketing and interactive services was very active in the first quarter, with 37 deals announced, valued at $467 

million. However, there were few significant transactions in Q1, 2009 to compare with the more notable 

transactions of Q1 2008, such as the recap of Undertone Networks by JMI Equity and the sale of e-Dialog to GSI 

Commerce.  Noteworthy transactions in Q1 2009 include JEGI‘s sale of mSnap to SmartReply, and Haggin 

Marketing‘s acquisition of SolutionSet. 

Online media & technology was the most active sector for M&A in Q1 2009, with 43 transactions, accounting for 

33% of total deals announced. Major media companies, such as The Walt Disney Company, were active in 

acquiring consumer online media companies to expand their digital offerings. Others spun off non-core assets, 

such as IAC‘s sale of Match.com to Meetic for $100+ million, and its divestitures of ReserveAmerica and 236.com. 

However, many transactions were last-resort exits for companies that could not continue independently, which 

helped account for an 87% drop in deal value, as compared to the first quarter of last year. 

The database and information services sector saw eight transactions completed in the first quarter of 2009. 

Deal value for this sector sharply declined from the first quarter of 2008 in the absence of multi-billion dollar 

transactions, such as Hellman and Friedman‘s $2.4 billion acquisition of Getty Images and Reed Elsevier‘s $4.1 

billion purchase of ChoicePoint.   

JEGI has compiled a list of the 20 most active Strategic Acquirers during the period of 2004 to 2008.   

United Business Media ranked number one with 50 acquisitions, Thomson Reuters ranks second with 42 

acquisitions, Reed Elsevier ranks forth with 39 acquisitions.  Yell Group (Yellow Pages) is ranked 7
th
 with 28 

deals, Yahoo ranks 9
th

 with 27 deals followed by Microsoft, rank 10
th
 with 26 deals.  Experian is ranked 17

th
 with 

18 deals.  Source: JEGI Client Briefing  April 2009  www.jegi.com 
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

COFACE INFORMATION RELATED SERVICES REPORT 8.2% GROWTH IN 2008 

COFACE AIMS TO BE A FACTOR IN CREDIT RATING: Coface will constantly strive to restore confidence in 

financial ratings: by actively participating in the debate concerning the future European regulation on ratings 

requesting that this regulation includes a proper external statistical quality control, and by becoming a financial 

rating agency itself together with the Big Three Anglo-American agencies. Coface financial rating for ―company‖ 

risks is based on three exclusive strong points: cost, reliability, and 60 years of risk-taking expertise as a credit 

insurer. This product, at the test phase in Europe and in Asia, will be marketed in 2009 and submitted for the 

approval procedure currently debated in the European Parliament. It will provide companies with a tool to 

communicate with their commercial, strategic or financial partners in a convincing and inexpensive manner on 

their financial strength. 

 

COFACE Service lines (rating 

and business information, 

receivables management and 

public guarantees) have grown 

by 8.2%. The information 

offering is available in 65 

countries, and launch of 

Coface‘s financial rating is 

making headway. The 

worldwide receivables 

management network has been 

strengthened by acquisitions in 

Argentina and the Netherlands.  

Source: Company Press Release 

COFACE RELIES ON EXALEAD FOR ITS EASYNUMBER 

Exalead, European leader of search solutions and information access software in the enterprise and on the web, 

announced that Coface has selected Exalead CloudView as an information access platform to launch 

EasyNumber, its new on-line search and business identification service.  Coface and Creditreform Germany had 

teamed up in 2007 to develop a universal business identification number called EasyNumber.  The numbering 

system currently covers approximately 50 million company records and plans to reach 100 million records within 

three years.   

Founded in 2000 by search engine pioneers, Exalead® is a global software provider in the enterprise and Web 

search markets. Exalead's worldwide client base includes leading companies such as Price Waterhouse Cooper, 

Michelin, American Greetings and Sanofi Pasteur, and more than 100 million unique users a month use Exalead's 

technology for search.  Exalead is an operating unit of Qualis, an international holding company, with offices in 

London, Paris, San Francisco, Glasgow, and Milan.  Source: Exalead 

 

 

http://www.biia.com/library.php#138
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

BIIA MEMBER BREAKINGVIEWS OPENS OFFICE IN HONG KONG 

BIIA member Breakingviews has expanded its coverage of Asia with the launch of its Hong Kong bureau. John 

Foley will lead Breakingviews‘ agenda-setting financial commentary in the region, alongside an influential team of 

writers in Europe and the US.  The new Hong Kong bureau extends coverage of Asian companies and markets.  

To read the full story click on: http://www.biia.com/press.php  

CEBIT ENDS WITH FEWER VISITORS AMID WORLD ECONOMIC CRISIS 

Intel Chairman Craig Barrett (L-R), German Chancellor 

Angela Merkel, Lower Saxony Premier Christian Wulff and 

California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger cut the ribbon 

with robot Marvin during the opening ceremony of the CeBIT 

computer fair in the northern German town of Hanover 

March 2, 2009. CEBIT is the biggest IT fair CeBIT with 4300 

exhibitors from 69 countries.(Xinhua/Reuters Photo) 

Affected by the world economic crisis, CeBit 2009, 

one of the world's largest exhibitions of IT industry, 

closed with a nearly-20-percent drop of registered 

visitors compared with the previous year.   

CeBit 2009 only attracted some 4,300 companies 

from 69 countries, much fewer than last year's 5,845 

participants. Nevertheless, the organizers claimed 

that they felt quite satisfied given the current world 

economic scenario.  "Given the depth of the world 

economic crisis, this number represents a success. In 

view of the overall business environment, we are 

extremely satisfied," said Ernst Raue, the Deutsche 

Messe Managing Board member in charge of the 

CeBit exhibition, prior to CeBit 2009's opening.   

"A majority of the 4,300 companies from 69 countries 

drew fresh optimism from being here at CeBit said 

Raue upon the event's conclusion on Sunday in 

Hanover.  

Source: Xinhua 

GARTNER GUIDANCE POINTS TO NEGATIVE REVENUE GROWTH IN 2009 

Notwithstanding the dismal economic situation in Silicon Valley Garter reported revenue growth of 9.5% in 2008: 

(US$1.3 billion).  Research revenues increased by 14.8%, and Consulting revenues by 6.9%.   Revenue growth 

from Events was down 6.2%, and with revenue from Other operations down by 17.1%.  Fourth quarter results 

were stronger than expected in consulting due to contract optimization and benchmarking services, although core 

consulting revenues were down. 

Gartner's 2009 guidance for 2009 revenues is US$1.1 to $1.2 billion, a 9-14% reduction from 2008 

Source: Gartner 

Looking for previous issues of BIIA Newsletters:  Go to:  ARCHIVE 

 

 

http://www.biia.com/press.php
http://www.biia.com/memberNewsPW.php?action=archive
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MEMBER NEWS 
 

NEW FICO CREDIT SCORE FOR MORTGAGE LENDERS DEBUTS 

BEACON Mortgage Score from Equifax offers unprecedented predictive power to help mortgage lenders and loan 

servicers make smarter mortgage decisions 

MINNEAPOLIS and ATLANTA - March 11, 2009 - FICO (NYSE:FIC), the leading provider of analytics and 

decision management technology, and Equifax (NYSE: EFX), a global leader in information solutions, today 

introduced BEACON® Mortgage Score, a new FICO® industry score specifically designed to help mortgage 

lenders make the best possible risk decisions when addressing both current homeowners and those aspiring to 

own. Equifax plans to make the new score available in April to mortgage lenders and servicers for use in their loan 

servicing decisions including mortgage loan modifications.  

The new score builds upon the predictive power of today's BEACON® credit risk score which is widely used in the 

mortgage industry. By focusing specifically on mortgage risk performance, FICO scientists have developed a 

version of the BEACON score with significantly greater power for assessing mortgage repayment risk. In early 

validation testing, the performance of BEACON Mortgage Score was compared to that of the general risk 

BEACON score when predicting mortgage repayment risk specifically. The new score identified up to 25 percent 

more of the high-risk mortgages and home equity lines-of-credit that later became seriously delinquent. In light of 

today's housing crisis, this new score can aid servicers in earlier identification of borrowers at risk, mitigating the 

high cost of consumers moving to foreclosure. 

In business terms, these early results suggest that the use of BEACON Mortgage Score by the industry potentially 

can save it $1 billion in foreclosure costs and help keep an estimated 115,000 more struggling homeowners in 

their homes.  To read the full press release click here:  Source: Equifax / Fair Isaac Press Release 

TRANSUNION QUARTERLY TREND ANALYSIS 

TransUnion.com:  Mortgage Loan Delinquency Rates Rise for Eighth Straight Quarter, Rising 53 Percent 

Between End of 2007 and Conclusion of 2008  

CHICAGO, March 3 /PRNewswire/ -- TransUnion.com released today the results of its analysis of trends in the 

mortgage industry for the fourth quarter of 2008 and the associated impact on the U.S. consumer.  To read the full 

story click on the link: http://www.biia.com/cci_industry_news.php  

CHICAGO, March 9 /PRNewswire/ -- TransUnion.com released today the results of its analysis of trends in the 

credit card lending industry for the fourth quarter of 2008. To read the full story click on the link:  

http://www.biia.com/cci_industry_news.php   

TransUnion.com: National Auto Loan Delinquency Rates Increase 7 Percent to Close 2008 

CHICAGO, March 17 /PRNewswire/ -- TransUnion.com released today the results of its analysis of trends in the 

auto lending industry for the fourth quarter of 2008.  To read the full story click on the link: 

http://www.biia.com/cci_industry_news.php  

Source:  http://www.transunion.com 

 

 

http://www.equifax.com/cs7/Satellite?c=EFX_News_C&childpagename=US%2FEFX_News_C%2FPressReleasePage&cid=1187889849967&p=1182374863790&packedargs=locale%3Den_us&pagename=EFX%2FWrapper
http://www.biia.com/cci_industry_news.php
http://www.biia.com/cci_industry_news.php
http://www.biia.com/cci_industry_news.php
http://www.transunion.com/
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MEMBER NEWS 
 

TRANSUNION AND FIRST AMERICAN CORELOGIC INTRODUCE GREATER 

LOAN-LEVEL TRANSPARENCY 

TransUnion and First American CoreLogic Introduce Greater Loan-Level Transparency Into Mortgage-

Backed Securities and Whole Loans – The new Solution Will Assist Banks and Investors to Assess Risk 

and Price Securities – 

CHICAGO and SANTA ANA, Calif., April 13 /PRNewswire/ -- To improve visibility into the hidden risk of many of 

the mortgage assets currently plaguing the financial system and capital markets, TransUnion has developed a 

new solution called TransUnion Consumer Risk Indicators. This solution, developed in cooperation with First 

American CoreLogic, a member of The First American Corporation family of companies, makes available 

previously missing information for Mortgage Secondary Market risk analysis and modeling.  To read the full story 

click on the link: http://www.biia.com/cci_industry_news.php  

 

D&B AUSTRALIA SUGGESTS A REVIEW OF CREDIT SCORING MODELS 

Global crisis places pressure on assessment processes:  Australian lenders – bank and non-bank – need to 

review their credit scoring models in light of the global economic crisis or run the risk of higher bad debts and 

prolonging the credit drought currently being experienced by consumers and small business.  To read the full story 

click on the link: D&B Australia Press Release  
D&B AUSTRALIA DOWNGRADES 130,000 COMPANIES 

Nearly 130,000 Australian businesses have had their risk profile downgraded since October 1, 2008 (the 

beginning of Australia's first quarter of negative economic growth in 17 years) and are now at a higher risk of 

experiencing financial distress over the next twelve months, according to Australia's leading credit reporting 

agency Dun & Bradstreet.  To read the full story click on the link: http://www.biia.com/cci_industry_news.php 

S&P ISSUE WHITE PAPER ON RATING AGENCY REGULATORY ISSUES 

NEW YORK, March 4 /PRNewswire/ — Appropriate regulation of credit rating agencies will play an important role 

in building confidence in the marketplace, especially if the purpose of this regulation is to ensure that rating 

agencies comply with policies and procedures designed to promote independence and objectivity, according to a 

white paper published by Standard & Poor's. At the same time, the paper notes that as the financial markets have 

become increasingly global, a globally consistent regulatory approach is essential to the efficiency of global capital 

formation. 

"Achieving consensus on the mechanics of such a globally coordinated regime is not simple," said Deven Sharma, 

president of Standard & Poor's. "However, such an effort is important if we are to arrive at a solution that works for 

users of ratings globally and that helps restore confidence in the global capital markets." 

The paper outlines 10 goals that investors and other users of ratings want to see from regulation, and which 

should guide the approach taken by policymakers internationally.  To access the white paper click on the link:  

S&P White Paper  

  

http://www.biia.com/cci_industry_news.php
http://www.biia.com/member_news/D&B%20Australia%20Press%20Release%20Credit%20scores%20require%20re-think.pdf
http://www.biia.com/cci_industry_news.php
http://www2.standardandpoors.com/spf/pdf/fixedincome/BusinessModelWhitepaper_Revised.pdf
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

EXPERIAN SECOND HALF REVENUES DOWN BY 6% 

In the six months to 31 March 2009, revenue from 

continuing activities at Experian increased by 5% at 

constant exchange rates. Group organic revenue growth 

was 4% year-on-year (Q3 +5%, Q4 +3%). By principal 

activity, organic revenue was up 2% at Credit Services, 

up 3% at Decision Analytics, flat at Marketing Services 

and up 10% at Interactive. Acquisitions contributed 1% 

to revenue growth. 

MANAGEMENT CONTINUES TO BE CAUTIOUS 

ABOUT IMMEDIATE OUTLOOK 

Experian managed to report organic growth based on 

constant exchange rates in the second half, driven by 

strength in emerging markets, good progress on 

countercyclical initiatives and strong performances in 

non-financial verticals.  At constant exchange rates, total 

revenue growth for the half was 5%, with organic 

revenue growth of 4%.  For the full year the company 

expects to achieve its objectives of broadly maintaining 

margins, growing profits and generating strong cash flow, 

while delivering a good earnings outcome. At actual 

exchange rates the overall growth was down -6%. 

Management stated that it sees some signs of 

stabilization in the financial services sector which it 

hopes to translate eventually into improved consumer 

lending activity.  For now, the environment remains 

fragile, and we continue to be cautious about the 

immediate outlook for organic revenue growth.  

Following the announcement Experian’s shares fell 

16¾p to 450p on the London Stock Exchange.  

In comparison to first half 2008/09 results Experian‘s 

growth has stalled. 

50% of Experian‘s revenues come from financial services 

sector in the USA and the UK, which are negatively 

impacted by the credit freeze.  Experian‘s aim is to seek 

solace in diversification (industry verticals and 

geographic expansion).  It achieved notable growth from 

its consumer direct business, which provides online 

credit scores for consumers in return for a monthly fee.  

This business has seen subscribers in the UK increase 

from about 800,000 a year ago to 1.5m and in the US 

increase from 7m a year ago to 9m.  It has also seen 

strong growth in credit checking in emerging markets 

such as Brazil, where organic revenue in credit services 

rose 16 per cent.  In the UK growth from credit services 

was flat, although it has managed to offset the fall by 

providing credit checking to sectors such as utilities and 

insurance.  Experian however cancelled its plans to 

launch a credit bureau in Canada. 

Source: Experian Press Release 
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

B-TO-B MARKETERS REMAIN COMMITTED TO 

GROWING THEIR BUSINESSES 

EXPERIAN® MARKETING 

SERVICES ASIA PACIFIC 

Despite the recession, nearly one-third of b-to-b marketers said they 

planned to increase their marketing budgets this year, according to BtoB's 

"2009 Marketing Priorities and Plans," an online survey of 211 b-to-b 

marketing professionals conducted in November 2008.   The survey found 

that 31.1% of marketers planned to boost their 2009 marketing budgets, 

while 43.5% intended to keep budgets flat. (Only about one-quarter said 

they planned to decrease their marketing budgets this year.) 

Of the various media platforms considered, 66.5% of marketers planned 

to increase their online spending this year, due to lower costs than 

traditional media and the availability of trackable results.  Additionally, 

despite the current economic downturn, 60.2% of marketers said they 

planned to launch new ad campaigns in 2009.  BtoB's findings are not 

uncommon, considering the wealth of data compiled by American 

Business Media (ABM) which supports the fact that companies who either 

steadily continued or aggressively increased their advertising experienced 

overall growth as well as continual growth past the period of economic 

uncertainty.  

Now updated with data for 2009, ABM's "The Importance and Value of 

B2B Advertising During Times of Economic Uncertainty" research has 

already generated more than 5,000 views and 2,000 downloads ... Get 

your free copy today!    Source: American Business Media 

Experian® Marketing Services 

Brings a Scientific Solution to 

Asia Pacific Marketers for 

Precise and Measurable 

Marketing  

End-to-end marketing capability 

delivers high ROI across 

multichannel environments 

Experian
®
 announced the launch 

of its complete Marketing 

Services offering across Asia 

Pacific.  Its new end-to-end 

marketing service will enable 

businesses to better understand 

and communicate with their 

customers while measuring 

campaign results quickly and 

more effectively.  

To read the full press release click on:  

http://www.biia.com/memberNewsPW.php  

FINANCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES:  A CONTRASTING VIEW 

Anyone who thinks the news business is dead should look at the wire services. Privately-owned Bloomberg is 
adding 950 staff, 100 of them journalists, an almost 10 per cent expansion. News Corporation is cutting jobs at 
the Wall Street Journal, but adding them at Dow Jones newswires. Nor is this hiring spree mere bravura. While 
newspaper groups such as the New York Times and Independent News & Media are having to fight for survival, 
the wires are buzzing. London-listed shares of information group Thomson Reuters, for example, are at the same 
level as last May, when the merger of Reuters and Thomson closed. Since then, the FTSE has dropped 35 per 
cent. Thanks to a technological shift, instead of just wholesaling news and data, the wire services can in theory 
now also sell it direct to consumers via the internet or mobile applications.  

A bigger problem is the banking crisis. Peter Grauer, Bloomberg’s chairman, believes the financial 
services industry will cut its information spending by 20 per cent this year. Such shrinkage offers a replay of 
the slugging match that took place during the dot.com downturn, when Bloomberg got the better of Reuters, its 
duopolistic financial information rival. This time Reuters may fare better. Bloomberg can‘t count on the hedge 
funds it courted in the 2000s to pick up the slack. It is dominant in fixed-income, not the best place to be now; 
Reuters is stronger in forex and commodities. Furthermore, Thomson Reuters‘s legal and medical information 
provide extra ballast. Bloomberg‘s largely one-trick business model, renting terminals at $1,590 per month, hinges 
on body count.   Source: Financial Times Lex Column 

  

http://cl.exct.net/?ju=fe2e167273640779731d71&ls=fdeb117872650775731d7377&m=ff251d757362&l=feba16777c6d077a&s=fe2611727d62037d761579&jb=ffcf14&t=
http://cl.exct.net/?ju=fe2e167273640779731d71&ls=fdeb117872650775731d7377&m=ff251d757362&l=feba16777c6d077a&s=fe2611727d62037d761579&jb=ffcf14&t=
http://cl.exct.net/?ju=fe2e167273640779731d71&ls=fdeb117872650775731d7377&m=ff251d757362&l=feba16777c6d077a&s=fe2611727d62037d761579&jb=ffcf14&t=
http://www.biia.com/memberNewsPW.php
http://markets.ft.com/tearsheets/performance.asp?s=us:NWSA
http://markets.ft.com/tearsheets/performance.asp?s=us:NYT
http://markets.ft.com/tearsheets/performance.asp?s=ie:IPD
http://markets.ft.com/tearsheets/performance.asp?s=uk:TRIL
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

FITCH RATINGS REVENUES DOWN BY 24% 

Fitch Ratings reported revenue of $140.7 million (€106.9 million) for the first quarter of fiscal 2009, compared with 

$204.3 million (€141 million) for the year-earlier period. However, adjusted for the currency effect, revenue in 

Euros was down 22.1% like-for-like.  

The downturn should be viewed in the light of the unfavorable basis of comparison – revenue for the first quarter 

of fiscal 2008 did not fully reflect all of the consequences of the financial crisis as certain issuance volumes fell 

more sharply over the rest of calendar 2008. 

Algorithmics reported first quarter revenue of $39.5 million (€30.1 million) compared with $43.2 million (€29.8 

million) in the same period of fiscal 2008. After conversion into Euros, the like-for-like change was a decline of 

1.7%. Revenue from this business depends to a large extent on the timing of license sales and tends to fluctuate 

more sharply from one quarter to the next. As a result, Algorithmics' first-quarter performance is not necessarily 

indicative of the trend that will be observed over the rest of the fiscal year. 

Some Algorithmics businesses with limited revenue profiles that are more closely aligned with the strategic 

direction of Fitch Solutions have been reclassified to this division (€1 million in the first quarter of fiscal 2009 and 

€1.6 million in the year earlier period). 

Source: Fimalac’s Press Release (Parent of Fitch)  

GLOBAL SOURCES REVENUES UP 7% IN Q4  BUCKING INDUSTRY TRENDS 

Hong Kong, 12
th

 March: On Thursday this week, NASDAQ-listed Global Sources reported that despite the difficult 

global economic environment, fourth quarter revenues increased by 7% to US$65 million. Online revenues 

increased 22% to US$25 million. Revenues from the exhibitions business rose 4% to US$26.4 million. Print 

revenues continued to slide dropping 15% to US$11.4 million. GAAP net income was US$7.5 million or US$0.14 

per diluted share. 

Full-year results came in within management‘s guidance. Revenues were US$206.9 million – an increase of 14% 

from the US$182.1 million recorded in 2007. Online revenues and exhibition-related revenues jumped by 24% and 

13% respectively. Print revenues fell 5% in 2008. GAAP net income was US$26.5 million or US$0.51 per share. 

That is an increase of just over 10% compared with US$24 million in net income in 2007. The company remains in 

a strong cash position with no short-term or long-term debt and US$131 million in cash, cash equivalents and 

securities. 

David Gillan, deputy CFO, commented, ―The dramatic slowdown in global consumer demand has led to declining 

revenue and profitability. The business climate remains uncertain; as such, we have suspended guidance. 

Nonetheless, we continue to be committed to profitability. We have a solid operating model, which is supported by 

a very strong balance sheet, comprised of a liquid and unencumbered cash position, and no debt. Furthermore, 

our collections remain very healthy, with only 12 days sales outstanding.‖ 

Global Sources‘ share price rose 23% yesterday to close at US$4.40; while the NASDAQ Composite increased by 

3.97% and the Dow was up 3.46%. 

Source: Global Sources press release  

 

 

http://www.globalsources.com/
http://www.corporate.globalsources.com/INFO/PRESS/2009/MAR12.HTM
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FROM THE USER CORNER – CREDIT INSURANCE 
 

COFACE LOSS RATIO INCREASES TO 73% DUE TO CREDIT CRISIS 

The global credit crisis taking its toll on COFACE results: In January 2008, Coface had already announced 

the start of the fifth global credit crisis since the first oil price shock. In the fourth quarter, the credit crisis entered a 

second phase: the worldwide growth went through an air pocket, meaning that all forecasts have to be reviewed. 

The global GDP growth shock between 2007 and 2009 is now estimated to be 4.5 points; comparable to the 4.9 

points recorded when the system stalled in 1973 and 1975, and more than double those of the three previous 

world crises. The impact is felt worldwide and should attain 5.9 points in Emerging Europe, 5.2 points in Emerging 

Asia and South America, 4.5 points in the Euro area, and 4 points in the United States and Japan. 

The recent downturn in growth explains the upturn in default recorded by Coface. The two crisis phases are 

clearly reflected in the credit insurance line loss ratio: from an all-time low of 49% in 2007, it raised in 2008 to 59% 

in the first three quarters and to 109% in the fourth quarter alone. With a ratio of 73% for the entire year, Coface 

nevertheless performed better in limiting the degradation than the other credit insurance players. 

Measures were taken in January to adapt to this second phase of the crisis by completing the ―Act on the crisis‖ 

plan launched by Coface in January 2008. Such measures forecast a further increase of at least 30% in credit 

insurance premiums and a reduction of 30% in exposure rated as ―speculative‖ (representing 16% of the exposure 

of Coface). An increased claims rate has caused a marked fall in profit with current loss for credit insurance (-

€25m for the year); but contributions to profit by services (+22%) and factoring (+27%), on a sharp upwards trend, 

have provided Coface with positive operating profit of €136m. Net profit has decreased by 54% to €94m.  Source: 

COFACE 

WHAT ARE THE MAIN REASONS FOR DROPPING CREDIT INSURANCE? 

LinkedIn Commentary:  

LinkedIn ICM Credit Community received over 410 replies to a recent survey on credit insurance in the UK.  From the sample 

that were credit insured, 7.2% of these companies confirmed they had recently ceased to use credit insurance. – A member of 

the ICM Credit Community commented: ―Although the percentage in question is not huge, I would be interested to know why this 

is happening.  What are the main reasons of companies ceasing to use credit insurance, e.g. increase in premiums, or 

withdrawals of credit insurance protection on buyer risks in certain sectors?‖ 

The answers on LinkedIn were quite interesting:  There are a number of good reasons why companies cancelled their credit 

insurance cover: 

a) ―The premium was high (over £100k). The credit limits set by the insurance company restricted good sales.‖ 

b) ―Considering that if one was good at risk assessment and the management team in controlling credit and write-offs were 

less than a third of the premium; we would have received very little from the insurance company.‖ 

c) ―Our relationships with our customers (directly from credit control and through sales) was very good enabling us to get paid 

on time.‖ 

d) ―We generated an extra 40% of sales through taking our own risks and this extra profit enabled us to self insure (put money 

to one side). In the eight years I ran the department we had no need to fall back on the self insurance fund. ― 

e) ―I suspect that the high proportion of companies continuing with credit insurance is that they renew automatically without 

looking at whether there is a real benefit.‖     Source: LinkedIn (some comments were abbreviated by the editor) 
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FROM THE USER CORNER 
 

ANTI MONEY LAUNDRING COMPLIANCE IT STILL LOW PRIRORITY 

Many boards in the region remain unwilling to spend on upgrading their banks‘ systems to combat money 

laundering. Failure to comply with anti-money laundering (AML) measures can be costly, as Lloyds Banking 

Group discovered in January when it was forced by the US Treasury to forfeit $350 million for facilitating and 

falsifying wire transfers from blacklisted parties in Iran and Sudan. So far, no banks in Asia have been hit with 

similar-sized fines for poor compliance, but that does not mean that they have adequate processes in place.  

―Very few home-grown Asian banks per se, not the foreign banks in Asia, are up to international standards in 

group-wide, enterprise-wide AML transaction monitoring vigilance,‖ says Jay Jhaveri, Asia director for World-

Check, which provides a global database of heightened-risk individuals and businesses, including known terrorists 

and shell banks. World-Check‘s database is used by 47 of the world‘s 50 largest banks, as well as banks in Asia 

including RHB Banking Group in Malaysia and Korea‘s Shinhan Bank. Last month, World-Check acquired 

Integrascreen, which conducts bespoke due diligence on companies, allowing it to offer an improved end-to-end 

risk management service. 

Source: The Asian Banker 

POWER SHIFT FROM RATINGS AGENCIES TO INSURERS OVER CREDIT 
WORTHINESS 

LONDON, 25 February 2009 – Credit insurers have taken over the mantle from ratings agencies in determining 

UK companies‘ credit worthiness, according to Aon Trade Credit, the leading credit insurance broker. This shift in 

power means that it is in businesses‘ interest to work with credit insurers – which provide suppliers with cover 

against bad debts – to ensure that they have sufficient insight to enable credit lines for their key suppliers. 

Credit ratings agencies play an important role in identifying a company‘s financial strength. However, insurers are 

one step ahead as they use both historical data and up to the minute payment/ key management information, in 

addition to taking a wider view from buyers‘ business models and future strategies. Secondly, credit insurers also 

assess companies of all sizes, not just the large corporations that have been the primary focus of the rating 

agencies. 

In light of increasing levels of insolvencies, credit insurers are being much more stringent and thorough in 

assessing a company‘s creditworthiness.  Inevitably, this has resulted in a reduction in cover in volatile sectors 

such as construction, retail and automotive.  

Stuart Lawson, head of Aon Trade Credit in the UK, commented: ―The key is not to see this as an unnecessary 

intrusion but view information requests from insurers as a positive step to enable credit lines to be maintained or 

even increased. If a major customer becomes insolvent, your own business could be compromised if you haven‘t 

or were unable to take out insurance to protect against such an event. It illustrates the growing influence and 

importance of credit insurers in the health of supply chains and reinforces the benefits of working in partnership 

with them.‖   Source:  ICISA and AON 

This story was picked up from the ICISA newsletter and indicates a new trend of credit insurers questioning the reliability of 

credit ratings.  Coface was bold enough to launch its own credit rating company claiming that its large database of credit 

histories would provide a far more accurate basis for the assessment of credit risk (BIIA Newsletter Nov/Dec. 08 Issue page 15). 

 

http://aon.mediaroom.com/index.php?s=43&item=1474
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NEWS FROM CHINA [COURTESY OF BIIA MEMBER WWW.BSGASIA.COM] 
 

ALIBABA 2008 REVENUES ARE UP BY 95%; NET INCOME BY 95% 

Alibaba reported 2008 total revenue of RMB3.0 billion, an increase of 39% as compared to 2007. 

Excluding the non-recurring interest income from our initial public offering over-subscription proceeds in 

2007, net income was up by 95%.  

The number of registered users and online storefronts on Alibaba.com‘s marketplaces increased by 10.5 million 

and 1.7 million, respectively, as buyers and sellers around the world saw the benefits of ecommerce to reduce 

costs and improve efficiency, especially during difficult economic times. New members signed up to Alibaba‘s 

international marketplace in record numbers, with registered users growing by 3.5 million during the year to 7.9 

million, up 80% year-on-year. Over one million new members joined Alibaba‘s international marketplace during 

each of the third and fourth quarters of 2008, representing the biggest quarterly increases since Alibaba.com was 

founded. Alibaba added over 126,000 paying members to its marketplaces in 2008, which exceeded the growth it 

had in any previous year. Alibaba saw a record increase of 12,192 Gold Supplier members in the fourth quarter, 

driven by the November 2008 launch of our Gold Supplier Starter Pack and an upgrade of its existing Gold 

Supplier service. These gains were made despite China‘s export sector experiencing its first negative growth in 

seven years during the quarter.  To read the full story click on the link: Alibaba Press Release 

CHINA'S BAIDU EYES 3G WIRELESS INTERNET TECHNOLOGY  

China's most popular Internet search engine Baidu "thinks highly of" the prospect of 3G wireless Internet access 

technology and is now in talks with China's mobile network operators for cooperation, the company's CEO Robin 

Li said Friday at the Boao Forum for Asia in the southern island province of Hainan. 

"We have plans to develop the 3G wireless search engine project," he said. "We are now discussing cooperation 

with China Mobile, China Unicom and China Telecom, the country's three major mobile network operators," he 

said after attending the Young Leaders Round Table Forum.  "The development of 3G wireless Internet is 

expected to give a boost to China's Internet industry," he said.  Li revealed that the company's new search engine 

advertising program Phoenix Nest (Fengchao) would be released in the second quarter this year. The program 

would replace the current Baidu Bidding Rank.  Li also noted that he had seen the company's business turn better 

after the Spring Festival in January.  Source: Xinhua / Baidu 

ALISOFT OFFER FREE SOFTWARE TO SMES 

Hangzhou, 31
st
 March: Alisoft, a subsidiary of the Alibaba Group, has announced that the company will offer 

―Shopkeeper‖, back office financial management software, to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in 

China. The company has also committed to offer users free upgrades, customer support and training for a 

minimum of three years.  

The software package was launched on 31
st
 March and initially includes an accounting and finance module. 

Alisoft plans to offer inventory and customer relations management (CRM) modules in May this year.  The 

company plans to invest RMB 1 billion (US$145 million) to promote the Alisoft products in China over the next 

three years.   Source: Pacific Epoch article 

http://ir.download.alibaba.com/download/200903/E_2008EarningsRelease.pdf
http://www.alisoft.com/cms/apps/newindex/index.html
http://www.alibaba.com/aboutalibaba/aligroup/index.html
http://www.jlmpacificepoch.com/newsstories?id=144690_0_5_0_M
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NEWS FROM CHINA 
 

CHINA TO TAKE "DECISIVE STEPS" IN BUILDING SOCIALISTIC LEGAL SYSTEM 

China will take this year "decisive steps" toward establishing a socialistic legal system with Chinese 

characteristics, top legislator Wu Bangguo said in Beijing Monday.  The National People's Congress (NPC), or the 

top legislative body, will debate and adopt new laws that form the backbone of the legal system, and conduct a 

systematic examination of existing laws to revise or eliminate outdated or unsuitable articles , said Wu, chairman 

of the NPC Standing Committee.  NPC must improve the quality of legislation in accordance with the guiding 

principles of the 17th National Congress of Communist Party of China (CPC).  The CPC Central Committee has 

clearly set the goal of establishing a legal system of socialism with Chinese characteristics by 2010.     Source: 

Xinhua 

CHINA'S RURAL MIGRANT WORKERS TOP 225 MILLION 

China, the world largest agriculture country in terms of farming population, has 225.42 million rural migrant 

workers as of 2008, according to statistic from the National Statistics Bureau (NBS).  Among all the migrant 

workers, 62.3 percent or 140.41 million were working outside their home county, while the other 37.7 percent or, 

85.01 million, worked in their hometowns.  

Migrant workers from the central areas accounted for 37.6 percent of the 140.41 million ones. Other 32.7 percent 

and 29.7 percent were from the western and eastern regions, respectively.  The NBS said 70 million migrant 

workers went back to hometowns before February. Currently, 56 million have returned to the cities, 45 million 

have found jobs, and the other 11 million are still unemployed.  The statistics are based on a survey conducted by 

NBS, involving 68,000 rural households from 7,100 villages in 31 provinces.   Source: Xinhua 

XINHUA FINANCE MEDIA RE-BRANDS 

Beijing, 2
nd

 March: NASDAQ-listed, Xinhua Finance Media Limited has announced that it has changed its name to 

Xinhua Sports & Entertainment Limited (XSEL). Shareholder approval for the change was obtained on 15
th
 

January. The corporate identity change comes with the company‘s new strategic focus on ―the rapidly expanding 

sports and entertainment market in China.‖  

Ms. Fredy Bush, XSEL‘s CEO said, ―Sports themed programming is the fastest growing and most profitable 

segment of the broadcast industry in China today. According to research conducted by Morgan Stanley, there are 

approximately 500 million soccer fans and 300 million basketball fans in China.  Providing additional popular 

international sports content to these individuals as well as the sizeable untapped fans in China is a compelling 

business strategy and investment opportunity.‖  The company‘s trading symbol also changed from XFML to XSEL 

on 2
nd

 March.   Source: XSEL press release  

ALIBABA GROUP PLANS TO RECRUIT FROM U.S. 

Hangzhou, 28
th

 February: Jack Ma, CEO of the Alibaba Group has stated that the company plans to hire an 

additional 5,000 employees in 2009.He also stated that the recession is a ―treasure‖ which Alibaba could use as 

an opportunity to recruit from employees from leading U.S. companies such as Microsoft and Google. He noted 

that the company plans to double its presence in the U.S. to approximately 50 employees.   

Source: Bloomberg article  

http://www.xfmedia.cn/
http://www.xsel.com/cn/
http://www.xsel.com/en/press-release/detail/index.aspx?id=4091&year=2009
http://www.alibaba.com/aboutalibaba/aligroup/index.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601080&sid=aQQpNgJe0G6A&refer=asia
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NEWS FROM CHINA [Courtesy Armada Corporate Intelligence] 
 

CHINA‟S GROWTH AT LOWEST POINT IN YEARS 

The Chinese government was asserting that they would not see much slippage in their much vaunted growth 

rates as the recession gripped the rest of the world. As recently as January, the official word was that growth 

would possibly slow to 8% but not much lower. The vast majority of outside observers did not share this upbeat 

assessment and remained very suspicious about the ability of the Chinese to replace their crashing export sector 

with a surge in domestic spending.  

The pessimists seem to have been vindicated as the official numbers for the first quarter show that GDP growth 

has been 6.1% - almost exactly what had been predicted by many economists. The almost total collapse of the 

nation‘s export sector has been devastating. The Chinese have all but lost their dominant presence in the US, 

Europe and parts of Asia. Not because anything fundamental has changed in China but the markets they have 

depended on for expansion have all become moribund. The biggest declines in China‘s economy have been in 

those sectors that have been oriented to the US.  

The internal market has indeed been growing in China but not fast enough to offset the trade decline. In the last 

quarter of 2008 the growth rate was 6.8% and for all of 2008 the rate was 9%. A year ago the growth rate for the 

first quarter was 10.3% - making it obvious that the trending is going in the wrong direction. Despite all this bad 

news, there are still signs that improvements are on the horizon. After asserting for months that Chinese growth 

was not going to sag this far, the new official position is that there is much relief that it wasn‘t worse. Now the 

sense is that Chinese stimulus efforts have been paying off and that China will soon rebound from the downturn. 

Armada Corporate Intelligence Analysis: The Chinese stimulus has been somewhat similar to those that have 

been implemented in other nations but with some key differences. China managed to adhere to three of the key 

points required to make a stimulus work. The first step was that the program came as something of a shock. The 

more that these boosts arrive suddenly the more impact they have on the overall economy as there isn‘t time for 

the markets to price in the boost. This tends to mean more to investors than others. The second point is that 

China applied the stimulus swiftly and was prepared to keep boosting it so that by now the government has 

dumped in some $800 billion. 

The most dramatic difference between the Chinese effort and that in the US or Europe has been that it remained 

targeted. The vast majority of the funding has remained focused on infrastructure repair and development as the 

Chinese are seeking to keep people employed and they are trying to bolster the prospects of the companies that 

would supply the development. The railway budget has increased fourfold, highway construction is up by 65%, 

and construction has been boosted by over 75%. In the end there will doubtless be many boondoggle projects 

and white elephants but the Chinese are more interested in the immediate impact of the spending and seem 

prepared to deal with waste later.  Courtesy:  Dr. Chris Kuehl, Armada Corporate Intelligence 

BIIA INDUSTRY DIRECTORY POWERED BY WAND 

Did you know BIIA has created an industry directory based on a standard taxonomy of product and 
services terms?  http://www.wand.com/biia/  

 To view the product and services terms click on:  http://www.wand.com/biia/default.aspx  

 BIIA  members are identified with the BIIA Logo:   

 Members can enhance their listings:  see examples   

 For information on enhanced listings click on: Enhancements 
 

http://www.wand.com/biia/
http://www.wand.com/biia/default.aspx
http://www.wand.com/biia/searchcompanies.aspx?stype=4423503
http://www.wand.com/biia/profiledesc.aspx
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NEWS FROM CHINA [COURTESY OF BIIA MEMBER WWW.BSGASIA.COM] 
 

MEDIA REGULATIONS IN CHINA 

BIIA co-founder member Business Strategies Group updated recently its report on media regulations in China due 

to an important announcement by the Chinese Regulator (GAPP). 

On 8
th

 April this year, GAPP released a long-awaited document outlining regulatory changes and planned reforms 

for China‘s print publishing industry. It is important to note that these regulations do not specifically refer to foreign 

publishers; however, it is expected that the relaxation of the regulations and planned reforms will result in a more 

positive operating environment for foreign publishers. The key highlights of the announcement are as follows: 

 GAPP will encourage state-owned publishing groups in China to raise private capital through various 

channels including private investment and through listing on stock exchanges. 

 GAPP will push consolidation amongst state-owned publishing groups with the aim of creating six or seven 

large influential publishing groups ideally with revenues of at least RMB 10 billion (US$1.46 billion). This 

industry restructuring is scheduled to be completed by the end of 2010. 

 These large restructured publishing groups will be encouraged to become more creative and to expand 

overseas to further ―spread the influence of Chinese culture.‖  

 GAPP also called on state-owned publishing houses to merge with and to partner with private publishing 

houses in mainland China. 

 By acknowledging the importance of private publishing houses, this GAPP announcement is seen as ― legalizing‖ 

the existence of private publishers while retaining the right of oversight.  Prior to this change in policy, private 

publishers (with the tacit approval of the government) largely operated through back-door deals with state-owned 

publishers. 

 In short, this move by GAPP calls on state publishers to become more commercial and competitive and puts 

private publishers on a firmer legal footing in mainland China. As is often the case with regulatory change in 

China, this announcement actually simply acknowledges what has already been a marketplace reality for some 

time. Private publishers are the essential creative and entrepreneurial force driving growth in the industry in 

China.  

 It is also worth noting that in the eyes of China‘s regulators (in most industries), rules are one thing and rule 

implementation is an entirely different issue. Most analysts are not expecting to see a radical change, only an 

approval of what is already working on the ground. 

 The Business Strategies Group states in its report that the key starting point of any discussion of media regulation 

in China is the fact that the government in Beijing remains firmly in charge of market. The government‘s objective 

is to maintain control of content and, by extension, all forms of media; print, broadcast events and the Internet.  

 It is important to recognize that the Chinese government currently does not view media as an industry or a 

market. Instead, it is seen as both a potential threat that could be used to undermine government policies and a 

potential tool useful in the formation of public opinion and promotion of government policy. This view informs 

much of Beijing‘s regulatory policy.     

 To order the report contact:  Kerry Wong BSG Hong Kong [kerry@bsgasia.com] 
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NEWS FROM INDIA 
 

RESERVE BANK OF INDIA ISSUES FOUR LICENSES FOR CREDIT BUREAUS 

OF THIRTEEN APPLICATIONS ONLY FOUR LICENSES HAVE BEEN ISSUED 

The Reserve Bank of India has after almost one year delay seen fit to improve transparency in credit transactions 

in India by granting four licenses for credit bureau operations.  In a short statement the RBI named the four 

companies:  ―The Reserve Bank of India has, on April 16, 2009, issued ‗in-principle-approval‘ to four companies to 

set up credit information companies (CICs). These are: (i) Credit Information Bureau (India) Ltd., (ii) Equifax 

Credit Information Services Pvt. Ltd, (iii) Experian Credit Information Company of India Pvt. Ltd, and (iv) Highmark 

Credit Information Services Pvt. Ltd. 

The Reserve Bank of India had invited applications from companies interested in continuing/commencing 

business of credit information under the Credit Information Companies (Regulation) Act, 2005. It received 13 

applications. The Reserve Bank set up a High Level Advisory Committee (HLAC) for expert opinion on the 

applications received and recommending the names of the companies which the Reserve Bank could consider for 

granting Certificate of Registration for setting up or continuing as a credit information company.‖ 

Source: Reserve Bank of India 

REED INFOMEDIA INDIA JV DISSOLVED [Courtesy of BSG, Hong Kong] 

Mumbai, 8th March: A joint venture between Infomedia 18 and Reed Business Information (RBI) has ceased operations as of 

the end of February. The joint venture, Reed Infomedia India, still exists as a legal entity, but all business operations have 

been halted. The process to dismantle the legal structure is underway. Established in 2005, the joint venture published four 

magazines and an online property. The titles were New Scientist, JCK, Logistics Management, Twice and 

www.Franchise.Business.in. RBI held a 51% stake in the joint venture company and it employed 35 people – half of the staff 

will be absorbed by Infomedia 18.  ContentSutra is reporting that Reed and Infomedia are in discussions to determine which of 

these titles will be published by Infomedia under license. Infomedia is thought to have already agreed to publish JCK and 

Logistics Management under a license agreement. The fate of the remaining properties will be decided at the joint venture‘s 

board meeting scheduled for later this month.   Source: ContentSutra article 

CRISIL REPORTS ROBUST GROWTH  

CRISIL registered a consolidated total income of Rs. 536.19 crore for the year, as against Rs. 413.49 crore in the 

previous year, an increase of 29.67 per cent. Consolidated profit after tax for 2008 is Rs. 140.57 crore, as against 

Rs. 83.66 crore in the previous year, an increase of 68.03 per cent.  All CRISIL businesses recorded a year of 

robust growth. CRISIL‘s Ratings revenues grew at over 50% driven largely by the strong traction seen in Bank 

Loan Ratings (BLR).  

Despite the turmoil in global financial markets, Irevna, CRISIL‘s off shoring division, added several strategic and 

high potential clients. The domestic research arm, CRISIL Research grew significantly through its launch of new 

reports and by focusing on high value customized research. CRISIL Risk and Infrastructure Solutions Ltd (CRIS), 

CRISIL‘s wholly–owned subsidiary, increased its global footprint through execution of mandates in Mauritius, 

Indonesia, Vietnam, Tanzania and Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The total headcount across the CRISIL group 

increased to 1956 as at December 31, 2008 from 1750 in the previous year.  To read the full release click on the 

LINK. 

 

 

http://www.infomedia18.in/
http://www.reedbusiness.com/index.html
http://www.reedinfomedia.com/
http://www.franchise.business.in/
http://www.contentsutra.com/entry/419-reed-business-information-exiting-infomedia-jv/
http://www.biia.com/member_news/CRISIL%202008-dec-audited-income-statement.pdf
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ASIA MEDIA NEWS 
 

B2B MEDIA IN ASIA AND THE IMPACT OF THE DOWNTURN 

BIIA co-founder and director Paul Woodward of Business Strategies 

Group, Hong Kong recently provided advice to members of ABM, the 

American Business Media Association.   Paul wrote: 

Given the number of resumés arriving in Hong Kong from the US, it would 

appear that there is some optimism that Asia can provide some reprieve from 

the worst of the downturn. The truth is more mixed. Research Business 

Strategies Group (BSG) has been preparing suggests that, while the region 

has certainly not escaped the downturn, there are some bright spots. 

Asia is, of course, a huge region stretching from Pakistan to Japan. Some 

countries have been more affected than others, with open markets, such as 

Hong Kong and Singapore who are heavily dependent on foreign trade and 

financial services, taking significant hits. Others, such as China and India, 

hope to be able to absorb the worst affects of the crisis with their large 

domestic markets making up for some of the business lost from Europe and 

North America. China is slowing, but should record 6.5 - 7% growth this year, 

which is hardly a disaster. Hong Kong and Singapore, by contrast, will record 7.5% and 5.9% declines in their 

economies according to the Economist. 

As elsewhere in the world, this is having a big impact on print media dependent on advertising. The Economist 

group has recently announced the closure of its CFO Asia title, joining a number of other closures, including the 

25 year-old Hong Kong Business. The business magazine markets in Asia (outside Japan) were already small, so 

this sector is not where most companies focus. 

The key areas of focus in b-to-b in Asia is online and events. So far, the major online b-to-b businesses, notably 

Global Sources and Alibaba.com, have held up well. Both, however, predict tough times in 2009. Alibaba's 

mercurial founder and CEO Jack Ma was recently in the U.S. to drum up new partnerships. He is at best realistic 

about the downturn, telling the New York Times that the crisis would not end next year.  

"Next year, we'll all get used to it," Ma said.  "The recession is going to last three to five years." 

The second-tier online players in Asia are suffering, and Ninetowns recently discontinued its b-to-b initiatives, 

closing its tootoo.com site. 

In face-to-face, the major events are generally holding up quite well, although there have been reductions in 

space sales of 10 - 15% at many events. Asia's largest trade fair, the Canton Fair in Guangzhou, is offering 

discounts for the first time in its history, as China's export manufacturers struggle to find buyers. Exhibition 

organizers are looking to government support for promotions and subsidizing the travel expenses of key visitors in 

markets such as Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand and Taiwan.   

Source:  American Business Media Newsletter 

Note:  Business Strategies Group recently issued its latest report:  Impact of the Economic Crisis on the B2B Media 

Industry in Asia.  For more information, please contact Paul Woodward at paul@bsgasia.com 

mailto:paul@bsgasia.com
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ASIA MEDIA NEWS 
 

ASIA-PACIFIC ADVERTISING TO FALL 1.1% 

The latest research from Media Partners 

Asia (MPA), publisher of Asia Media 

Journal, shows advertising in Asia-Pacific 

falling by 1.1% in net terms in 2009, 

representing the first decline the region will 

have experienced since the 1998 financial 

crisis. MPA anticipates recovery in 2010, 

projecting 5.3% growth next year.  "The gap 

between perception and reality is closing 

fast, with ad demand deteriorating in key 

markets, depressing earnings for media 

owners," says MPA executive director Vivek 

Couto.  "A sustained recovery is unlikely 

without a strong pick-up in the global 

economy, expected to occur next year." 

Previously, MPA guided for 1.5% growth 

this year but the advertising fall-out in 

Japan has intensified, while softness in 

India and China is more marked than 

anticipated. There could also be more 

downside revisions due to potentially worse 

declines in Australia, as well as a weaker 

India outlook.  

Despite the Beijing Olympics, Asia-Pacific ad growth moderated to 3.4% in 2008, versus 6.7% growth in 2007. In 

spite of strong growth in China, advertising was weak in Australia, Korea and Japan during the fourth quarter, 

while India also softened in Q4 along with Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysia.  Advertising in Asia excluding 

Australia and Japan grew by 11.1% in 2008, though MPA predicts a marked deceleration in this particular region 

to 4.2% growth in 2009, prior to renewed momentum in 2010 with 9.0% growth.  Regional growth will continue to 

converge around China, India and Indonesia, with MPA forecasts suggesting each of these markets will grow at a 

CAGR of 10% over the next five years, in spite of a near-term slowdown.  Source: Media Partners Asia, Ltd. 

BIIA invites comments and contributions to its Newsletter and Website: http://www.biia.com/industry_news.php and 

the BIIA Industry Library:  http://www.biia.com/ourIndustry.php 
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